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i fl fn uence o :
¾Ventilation devices (axial and jet fans)









¾St i htf d d fi iti f b d ditira g orwar e n on o oun ary con ons
¾Predict the global behaviour of coupled systems
W ll bli h d f d i¾ e esta s e or es gn purposes
BUT
¾Need calibration constants
¾Provides only ballpark figures
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CFD model ‐ characteristics 
¾Detailed flow field representation
¾Well established for design verification
BUT
¾Large computational time
¾Not affordable for long tunnels or for
analysis of ventilation strategies
ll l d l d¾Sti imite resu ts ue to uncertainties
in modelling turbulence, combustion,
radiation and pyrolysis of condensed fuels
¾“Acceptable” accuracy for global
quantities (i.e. back‐layering distance)



























































































¾Dramatic reduction of the computational time (up to 2 orders
of magnitude for a 1.2 km long tunnel)
¾As accuracy as CFD
¾ Successfully used for parametric studies
BUT
¾The placement of the 1D‐3D interfaces is an issue
¾Higher set up time than CFD
¾The CFD solver has to be accessed by the user during the
iteration algorithm (i.e. compiled UDF for FLUENT)
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Simulation of tunnel ventilation flows
East & West Dartford tunnels (UK)
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Far fieldNear fieldFar field
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Steady state results
Comparison to full CFD solutions (30 MW fire)
Scenario 1: 3 Jet fan pairs
full CFD
Multiscale
Highly accurate results are achieved!
Colella F et al Fire Technology (in press)
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Multiscale results: 3 minutes
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deal with ventilation and fire induced flows in tunnels               
• 1D and CFD models
• Multiscale models
¾ Dramatic reduction of the computational time (up to 2 orders of
magnitude)
¾ As accurate as full CFD
¾ Results agree well with experimental measurements
¾ Allow for full coupling of fire and ventilation system and complete
analysis of ventilation system response
¾ Well suited to conduct parametrical studies, sensitivity analysis,
d d t di d D t ti /A ti ti / ti bl
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s• equ re a g o a s mu at on
of tunnel and ventilation







•Can be significant for large




Fire size [MW]•The number of jet fan pairs
required to achieve critical
0 20 40 60 80 100 120velocity is highly dependent


































































¾Computational domain splitted in branches and nodes
¾Mass conservation in each node
¾Momentum conservation in each branch
¾Constitutive equations for components
• Fire Modelled as source of heat (variable in time)




































Time step: N Time step: N+1Multiscale iterations K           
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